
Fix for folding roofs

Almost all of these roofs get a crack at the same bending point at the start or the end of 
the skin.

Mutch customers got this problem, so I also create an instruction for this job.

The car in this instruction does not matters.

I’m very content to the result ☺

Our customer got relatively a small crack.  (pic no1)

However moisture passes through into the interior. 

Not it caused mold spores.
Except that they are ugly, they also ruin your roof and are harmful to your Health.
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Now I show you how to solve this problem. ☺ 

First you cut a matching patch (pic no2)
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The patch should be 1-1.5in. bigger than the crack. (pic no3)

Take a chalkpencil or pure chalk to mark the area.
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Put on the patch centrally over the cracked point. (pic no4)

Now mark the area. (pic no5)
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The more you work  accurate, the less you have to clean.

Take a brush and work on the adhesive.



Put in the adhesive precise in the marked area. (pic no6) 

The same way with the patch. (pic no7)
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Note that the adhesive must be also put on the edges. (pic no8)

If the adhesive just get handdry, you should put on the patch. Start with a corner. (pic no9)
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At this step you must press the patch hard.

This way it should look like.(pic no10)
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Remove protruding adhesive.

Use benzine with an cotton cloth. (pic no11)
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After cleaning you roof could look a little mat. ☺ (pic no12)

With silicone or plastic spray you can restore the gloss. 
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Just work it in.

Just like new. 



Now you have to reduce surplus.

1.2in. are enough.



Now push the surplus under roofframe. NOTE!!! release first the frame  (Use the installation 
Instructions for your car)



Push the patch very carefully under.

This way it should look.



Now you can screw the frame back in.  shown on the installation Instructions!

The next rain will not be a problem anymore. ☺ 



Close the roof.
And let the roof closed for 48hours.

All instructions are just a guide.
Some time it’s better to relate an expert. ☺ 


